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HSS (UK) inspiring the next generation of athletes in the City that will host
the Commonwealth Games 2022.
On Sunday 7th April, Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh UK - HSS (UK)'s annual sports competition
received a Royal welcome, as The Lord-Lieutenant of West Midlands, Mr John Crabtree OBE
attended with his wife Mrs Diana Crabtree.
The Lord-Lieutenant, who Chairs the 2022 Commonwealth Games Committee, observed this
flagship event at PlayFootball in Birmingham. With over 700 people of all ages (from 7 years
to over 60) from across the country participating in five key sports, the atmosphere was
electric. With all to play for, 69 teams from 32 towns brought their talent together to compete
in the 176 games played on the day, in the hope of lifting the winning trophy.
Observing the games, the Lord Lieutenant commented that "A great sense of pride and
enthusiasm was shown by all participants in the competition, with a fantastic sense of
sportsmanship. It is initiatives such as these that provide great confidence in the development
of our future generations, and especially now as we work towards hosting
the 2022 Commonwealth Games in Birmingham".
Along with Football for both Under 11s and Under 16s, the Khel Pratiyogita has firmly
established a national platform for Kabaddi, Kho Kho and Ring. The calibre achieved in these
competitions has led to a number of its members being selected to represent England in
International Tournaments. While Kabaddi and Kho Kho are not currently played in the
Commonwealth Games, the world wide popularity is increasing. Following the success of
the 2016 World Cup Kabaddi Tournament in India, this year's World Cup in Malaysia is
expected to attract participation from over 30 nations.
Someshwar Kalia, a member (swayamsevak) of HSS (UK)’s Woolwich Shakha and Captain of
the England Kabaddi Team said: “I have grown up playing Kabaddi every week at my Shakha.
It was here that we developed the understanding and importance of building confidence,
working as a team, and always being there to support others. These core values were essential
to playing Kabaddi at an international level, and especially now as we prepare for the World
Cup in the summer. The Khel Pratiyogita is something I have looked forward to each year and
has always been a fantastic platform to nurture talent”.

Commenting on the tournament, Mr Dhiraj D Shah, President of HSS (UK) said: “The Khel
Pratiyogita is much more than just a sports tournament. It's a channel to bring together the
human spirit. As you observe each game being played at the Khel Pratiyogita, you will see a
crowd of support cheering every player on irrespective of which team they are representing.
It is this spirit of community and collective effort (Sangathan) that forms the cornerstone of
HSS UK’s ethos. Sport is an excellent way of bringing people together from diverse
backgrounds, and we are proud that every year we see participants from all generations
competing in the tournament. Congratulations to all the participants who played with good
spirit and at a high level and standard, showcasing skill, strength, speed, agility and courage.
This year we were extremely honoured to have the Lord-Lieutenant join us with his wife. Their
presence provided a great inspiration to all there.”
HSS (UK)’s Khel Pratiyogita has inspired other sporting events including that organised by
Hindu Sevika Samiti (the women’s division), which collectively now attract around 2,000
participants annually to engage in national sporting activities.

ends
For further information contact pr@hssuk.org

Notes to the editor:
•

Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh (UK) is a charity that runs weekly activities for the whole family
promoting good moral values through sports, leadership development and community
service across its 100+ centres nationally. Celebrating its 52th anniversary, HSS (UK) has
reach to over 10,000 Hindus in the UK. HSS (UK)’s objectives and activities are based on
the principles of Sanskaar (Values of Life), Sewa (Selfless Service) and Sangathan
(Community Spirit).

•

The Lord-Lieutenant of the West Midlands is Her Majesty’s personal representative and
the role involves supporting civic, ceremonial, voluntary, charitable and social activity. The
West Midlands Lieutenancy is the second largest lieutenancy in England and Wales
supporting a population of nearly 3 million people across the seven local authorities of
Birmingham, Coventry, Dudley, Sandwell, Solihull, Walsall and Wolverhampton.

•

Kabaddi is a high energy contact sport played within a marked pitch that requires strength,
stamina, and above all teamwork. Drawing upon traits from Rugby and Wrestling,
participants are required to gain points on strong raids into the opposition’s territory, but
maintaining nimbleness on their feet to dodge any tackles along the way. A successful win
is achieved through the collective effort of the team.

•

Kho Kho is a tactical tag sport, in which two teams of 9 players take it in turns to chase the
opposing team around a central line.

•

Ring is a traditional Indian team sport that draws similarities to that of Basketball.
Following a series of team passes, the aim is to score in the opposing goal using a ring
shaped ball.

